
 

‘Mr Hayden! How do writers start their stories?’ 
 By Tobias Hayden   

@TobiasHayden  
 
I am a Year 4 teacher and writing coach in a Barking and Dagenham primary school. I recently took part                    
in the research project: What is it ‘Writing for Pleasure’ teachers do that makes the difference?                
(Young 2019). A summary of this experience was published in English 4-11. 

Background: 
Mini-lessons, ideally, should fire a pyrotechnic into the sky and illuminate the            
horizon for young writers so they can see where you, as the more experienced              
writer-teacher, have been and where they could be going. They should also be             
brief and purposeful, so as not to get in the way of the momentum and energy for                 
the day’s writing. As Ralph Fletcher (2017) notes:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

With this mantra reverberating through my planning, with my new class, I set out to focus on the quality                   
and effectiveness of my mini-lessons. 

Principle in focus:  
Teach daily mini-lessons  
Additional principles: 

● Read, share, think and talk about writing  
● Be a writer-teacher  
● Literacy for pleasure: connect reading and writing  

Aims:  
 

  
 
 

 My aims for this piece of research were:   
● to increase children’s ability to be self-regulating, and their sense of self-efficacy by teaching a               

mini-lesson exploring how writers use a variety of openers to begin their stories;  
● to highlight the rich potential of the children’s literature in our class library and use an exploration                 

of the children’s own reading to support their approach to drafting story openings;  
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● to use the experience to improve my own knowledge of how writers work to make me a better                  
writer-teacher and help me to offer a greater breadth of tips and advice.  

Description: 
This year, as a novel way to introduce each new book into our class library, I began wrapping them up in                     
brown paper and writing the opening few lines onto it. This became a ‘mystery book’ and part of our class                    
ritual would involve, every few days, reading the opening on a new one, unwrapping it and then                 
preserving the scrap, with the writing still intact, for our ‘openings’ display.  

 
Quickly, we built up a large stock of various         
narrative beginnings from a whole host of       
different authors. Of course, the children began       
noticing things about them so we classified       
them loosely each time we discovered one:       
shock/surprise, action, dialogue, character    
description, setting description and question.     
This was perfect preparation for this      
mini-lesson. A few weeks passed, then we       
reached the writing session where we were       
revising our narrative drafts. Some of the       
children had written some good openings;      
however, through conferencing with the     
children, I noticed many had not thought too        
hard about their story start and several identified        
this as a ‘sticky bit’ in their writing which they          
would like advice about how to fix. Ideal for a          
mini-lesson.  

 
I used Young and Ferguson’s (2020) approach to teaching effective mini-lessons, inspired by Graham              
and Harris (1996) and McQuitty (2014). This involved using the following process:  
  

Introduce a topic and its purpose:  
● I talked about the strategy in a general way and how I, and other authors, might use it. I also                    

discussed how it could be used in today’s session as well as in the future, either during other class                   
narrative projects, or in the children’s personal journals.  

  
Share examples:  

● We read several examples; some from the display, others from my own stories written the               
previous year with my last class, and some of that class’ writing too. I have found children                 
particularly enjoy discussing other children’s writing, so I try to include examples wherever             
possible.  

● We looked at a range of different types of opening and briefly discussed when it might be best to                   
use each one.  

● According to Graham et al (2011 p.24), ‘teacher modelling is critical for establishing the              
metacognitive processes needed for effective strategy use’. Knowing this, I then talked through             
how I used the 'trying things out’ page in my notebook to revise the story I had been writing by                    
experimenting with three different types of opening. 
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Provide information:  
● The display was the main source of information and children visited it for a closer look during our                  

writing sessions. 
● I provided examples of other openings we had already discussed on the tables for children to                

return to during their writing time.  
● I left up on the interactive whiteboard the page from my notebook which I had shared that day. I                   

thought this was sufficient to allow the children to be successful in trying out the strategy                
themselves.  

  
Invitation to try, and assessing learning:  

  

            
  

● I asked the children to let me know during the rest of the session if they would like to share their                     
attempts during the author’s chair time at the end of the lesson. There were opportunities to                
assess in this part of the session, and discuss as a whole class how useful the mini-lesson had                  
been.  

Impact: 
● There was an increase in the number of children who would frequently come and show me                

examples of different types of opening they had spotted during their Reading for Pleasure time;  
● During our author’s chair/sharing time at the end of each session, many more children were               

making comments about each other’s openings when they shared narratives;  
● There was more experimenting with openings on the ‘trying things out’ pages of the children’s               

class project books and their personal journals;  
● At the children’s request, we began adding their examples to the openings display;  
● When discussing each other’s narratives (including personal narrative/memoir), children were          

making suggestions and giving each other advice in relation to openings;  
● There was an increase in the use of the mini-lesson postbox to request mini-lessons. 

  
What do the children say?  
I surveyed six children to find out what they thought about the mini-lessons. I adapted Young and                 
Ferguson’s Questionnaire & Discussion Card Guidance to produce the following four questions: 
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Reflection:  
I used the following questions to reflect on my developing practice (taken from Young & Ferguson 2021):  

  
Are you knowledgeable about the craft, habits,       
processes, procedures, techniques and strategies     
you and other writers employ as we craft texts?  
 

● Since writing this example of practice, I have        
tried to balance the mini-lessons I teach to achieve a          
harmony between the product goals for the class writing         
project (including functional grammar) and being      
responsive to the needs of the young writers in my class           
by incorporating their suggestions.  

● I share this information with the class on a poster          
at the start of our writing projects. The children’s requests          
are added in by taking into account conferencing        
evidence and requests via the mini-lesson postbox. 
 

● One of the best things I have found is to not           
always use myself as the model and look to other          
authors and often children’s writing as a guide too. Many          
writers talk through their processes for our benefit and         
this should be utilised. These videos are readily available         
online and recent examples of authors I have used as          
part of a mini-lesson include: Michael Rosen and David         
Almond discussing using notebooks to sketch and       
release language, and Joseph Coelho explaining ‘How       
to write poetry about your life’. 
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Do you turn your mini-lessons into usable 
posters and resources?  

● In order to help the mini-lessons echo beyond that day’s          
instruction, I have created A4 cards with a brief         
explanation of the purpose and function of the        
mini-lesson on one side and an example of my writing          
from my own personal journal, as discussed in that         
lesson, on the reverse. This has enabled pupils to return          
to it at any moment they might need it and support their            
self-regulation.  

  
Do you plan your mini-lessons in response to what you  
are seeing your children do during writing time?  

● I tend to think of any plan as being in a permanent state of              
flux; like a series of shifting pieces in a puzzle, which only fit             
together once the young writers in my class have had their           
say. I conference with the children daily and speak to all of them across the course of a two-week                   
window. Using these conversations, I listen to their writerly needs and build up a picture with what                 
they need support in most and then deliver it through responsive mini-lessons. 

 
Do you ask what your children feel  
they need mini-lessons on?  

● I created a mini-postbox into which they posted their         
jotted down suggestions. This has been used       
steadily throughout the year and has produced some        
excellent suggestions. I have found that this is a         
particularly helpful way to support any children who        
haven’t had a chance to confer with me, but need a           
mini-lesson on some aspect of their writing.  

● I have noticed that, since I have been teaching the          
children explicitly about the writing processes and       
setting them product goals, their mini-lesson requests       
have been fairly evenly split between the two. 
 

For my next piece of research I would like to focus on how the mini-lesson postbox idea works and how it                     
can support the planning process for any class writing project. 
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